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Abstract 

The increasingly digital modern economy introduces with it many new, fascinating and important economic phenomena, such as the surprisingly 

complex pricing of digital goods, which propels both consumers and producers to entirely different solutions, consumption behaviors and 

competition strategies from those of conventional markets. One great example of this phenomenon is currently occurring in the $400m – $3.2b 

by revenue and 15m - 30m+ by potential consumers music production software industry where digital goods replace more and more 

conventional goods and services, such as instruments, mixing services and even studio time but behave very differently compared to them, 

mainly because of their practically infinite supply and forever-evolving nature. To explore this phenomenon in the hopes of plausibly providing a 

reference frame for the analysis of many types of software markets, this essay set out to examine the question of what factors most affect the 

pricing of digital goods in the music production software industry? 

Due to the opaqueness of the industry, most of the research was conducted as primary research which was divided to anonymous supply- and 

demand-side surveys. The former were conducted as interviews of 12 company representatives, whose companies’ market-sizes varied from 

relatively small to very large. The latter was a questionnaire distributed through tens of music production related discord servers, subreddits, 

Facebook groups and musical institutions both online and offline, finding its way to a far-reaching newsletter as well. In total, there were 553 

respondents of varying levels of expertise and age from around the world, but with emphasis on western countries. 

Digital goods were defined as intangible and non-rivalrous, downloadable goods that exist in digital form, such as digital files and software, i.e., 

endlessly copyable and indistinguishable “bitstrings” of ones and zeroes, instructions for an electronic device to do or display something, which 

led to some peculiar behavior of the theoretical graphs due to resulting infinite and therefore infinitely elastic supply, which was decoupled from 

marginal costs that dropped to zero after the first unit. 

The factors most affecting the pricing of digital goods in the music production software industry were found to be first and foremost the goal of 

pricing, whether it was profit maximizing or satisficing, resulting in a degree of price rigidity that might harm both consumers' buying power and 

producers' revenue streams but which allows them to best focus on product development. Striving for product specific monopolies, often 

achieved through active communities and network effects, in the hopes of long-run abnormal profits drives innovation but may also increase 

costs. Infinitely elastic supply meeting highly elastic demand should tend towards lower prices but is not necessitated to do so, indicating of the 

role of premium pricing, anchoring bias and cyclical discounts. Piracy's role remained ambiguous, although its scale is certainly massive, as 

some utilize it as a marketing channel of sorts, increasing the size of the total addressable market whereas some choose to combat it 

aggressively increasing costs and often harming the products’ usability. Relatively low barriers of entry to the market lead to overall competitive 

market structures and delay between sales and costs results in a curious phenomenon best described as marginal costs coming after sales, 

instead of prior to them, allowing for massive scalability of many software companies, potentially even explaining a component of the dot-com 

bubble. However, accurately weighing the factors against each other is impossible with current limited data and capturing all of the market 

variables and perfectly explaining their interdependent interactions in the forming of the price will likely never be possible. 


